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gl. Introduction
The coupled-waveguide optical nrodulator/ switch, which is an electrically switched is shown in Fig.2 . Table I. A design example is shown in 93. FabricaLion Following three layers were gro\"n by MBE technique on an ,r*-G"A" subs trate (n=2.5* 1018 "*-3 ); "r, ,r*-(AlGa)As substraEe layer (n=2x1018 "t'3, 2pn thick), 3r n-GaAs guide layer (n=l*1016 cm-3, 1.5wr thick) and an n-(n lGa)As buf fer layer (n=1xI016 "*-3, 0.5pm thick). For the growth of two Al*Ga1-*As layers, the superlattice structure was adopted to obtain an accurate control of a low A1 content,x.
The well (GaRs) width and the barrier (A10.46G.0.54As) widttr were 558 and 20E, respectively, which then gave the mean Al content x of 0.12. Photoluminescence of the wafer aE 77K showed a peak ().=0.74Um) corresponding Lo the spectrum of A10.t3cag.g7As.
After evaporating Au-Ge-Ni on the bottom surface of the wafer, it was annealed in N2 atmosphere at 440oC in order to obtain an ohmic contact. After evaporating A1 on the top surface (0.2pm thick) and exposing OFPR-800 photoresist, the rib waveguides were formed by etching Al in H3Po4 and (atca)a,s in H3Po4-Hzoz-Hzo erchant. The sample was cleaved and mounted on a partially Aume!aILized ceramic sLem. The bonding pad on the sample and the Au elecErode of the ceramic stem \^rere cennected by the Au bonding wire.
The breakdown voltage of a sample whose rib waveguide width, spacing and height were 4pm, 4U* and 0.5Um, respectively, was 19V. Micrographs of Lhe sample are shown in Fig.3 . Fig.4 The setup for measuring high-frequency modulation characteristics is illustrated in Fig.5 . The stem on which the sample was mounted nas fixed on a strip line. The optical power output was detected by a Si-ApD.
Por_ARrzER r^rrT:* Fig.7(b) . This figure reflects the shape of the top electrode as shown in Fig.7G )-The measured and caLculated values are in fairly good agreement.
We studied the calculated high-frequency characLeristics, and it turned out Ehat the inducLance of the bonding wire Lwire and the series resistance of the waveguide etectrode per unit Length rmetal had influences on the high-frequency characteristics remarkably. If Lrir" is reduced to haLf, the high-frequency response can be improved f rom the curve A I to the curve B l-n Ftg . 8 Jpn. E61(1978) 
